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Abstract:
This application note introduces Infortrend’s Cinder driver, designed for Infortrend
EonStor DS and GS storage devices to deploy and communicate with other
component in the OpenStack environment. The application note also covers key
operations in detail to help readers better understand storage configurations and
how to enable data services via OpenStack Dashboard or Command Line Interface.
Once you have followed and have worked through the steps in the parameter
settings in this application note, you should be able to install Infortrend’s Cinder
driver and easily deploy EonStor DS and GS storage devices in an OpenStack
environment
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Introduction
OpenStack Explained
OpenStack is an open source platform for public and private clouds which provides general Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS), a form of cloud computing solution that delivers virtualized computing, networking, and
storage resources over the Internet, and makes it ideal for heterogeneous infrastructure. It offers what
traditional IT infrastructure cannot, such as deploy and manage applications across heterogeneous
virtualization solutions (VMware vSphere, Hyper-V, RedHat KVM, etc.).

Who Uses OpenStack
Cloud computing can be mainly classified as three forms: public clouds, private clouds, and hybrids clouds.
Cloud Computing Solution

Public Clouds

Definition
The cloud infrastructure made
available to the general public or a
large industry group and is owned
by an organization selling cloud
services. Public cloud services may
be free or offered on a

Mainly focus industry
Cloud Service Provider/ System
Integrators

pay-per-usage model.

Private Clouds

Hybrids Clouds

The cloud infrastructure operated
solely for an organization. It can be
managed by the organization or a
third party

Web / SaaS/ eCommerce
Academic / Research /
Government / IT solution
Film / Media / Gaming

The cloud infrastructure composed
of two or more clouds, private or
public, that remain unique entities
but are bound together by
standardized technology that

Research Institute /
IT solution especially for
large-scale organization

enables data and application
portability
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Introduction

Infrastructure of OpenStack

Source reference: https://www.openstack.org/software/

OpenStack is a collection of a set of open source software projects. In order to facilitate the management
and development for each project, OpenStack is broken down into a number of sub-projects. Each service
offers an application programming interface (API) that facilitates this integration. Depending on your needs,
you can install some or all services. Basically, there are two main architectures of OpenStack: three-node
with OpenStack Networking and two-node with legacy networking. For more detailed configuration
information, please refer to
http://docs.openstack.org/icehouse/install-guide/install/yum/content/ch_overview.html. Both
architectures include 7 key services of OpenStack:
OpenStack Compute (Nova):
Gathers resource from both physical and virtual environment and provides computing services.
Administrators often deploy OpenStack Compute using one of multiple supported hypervisors in a
virtualized environment. KVM and Xen are popular choices for hypervisor technology and recommended for
most use cases.
OpenStack Object Storage (Swift):
Stores unstructured data, such as files, videos, analytics data, web content, backups, images
OpenStack Block Storage (Cinder):
Provides persistent and high-performance block storage to running instance via FC or iSCSI protocol
OpenStack Networking (Neutron):
Provides an API for administrator and users to define and deploy networks by consuming physical and
virtual networking
Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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OpenStack dashboard (Horizon):
Provides web-based and self-service management interface for the cloud administrator and the end user
OpenStack Identity Service (Keystone):
Provides identity authentication and authorization services
OpenStack Image Service (Glance):
Provides service of discovering, registering, and retrieving virtual machine images
For more detailed information, please refer to
http://docs.openstack.org/admin-guide-cloud/content/ch_getting-started-with-openstack.html

Infortrend and OpenStack
Infortrend continues to work to maintain compatibility between Linux and our products, ensuring that our
products can fully be integrated with the Linux environment. In addition, Infortrend has been a participant
in OpenStack Foundation and is working closely with customers that are deploying and operating
OpenStack clouds. Infortrend has sped-up and refined the Cinder driver development and will expand its'
efforts with valuable partners such as VMware and other members of the OpenStack partner ecosystem.
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OpenStack Block Storage Service for EonStor DS
& GS Family
Infortrend Cinder driver plays an important role in OpenStack environment which is designed to allow the
block storage devices to deploy in OpenStack environments and communicate with other component, such
as Nova (compute), Glance (image), and Swift (Object Stroage), etc. After Cinder Driver installation, the user
could easy to use high-performance and high-reliability EonStor DS and GS series storage functions for
back-end storage managed by Cinder.

Source reference: https://www.openstack.org/software/

Key Components in Cinder System Architecture
 Cinder API: receives request from the administrator or users and helps to communicate with other
components via messaging bus queue.
 Cinder Scheduler: assist to decides which host gets each volume
 Cinder Volume: Manages attached block storages
 SQL: Used by all components
 AMQP: Allows any two Cinder components to communicate each other.
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Figure: Key Components in Cinder

EonStor DS and GS family support Functions in OpenStack
The Basic Cinder Driver API implement


Volume Create/Delete



Volume Attach/Detach



Snapshot Create/Delete



Create Volume from Snapshot



Get Volume Stats



Copy Image to Volume



Copy Volume to Image



Clone Volume



Extend Volume



Volume Manage/Unmanage
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How to deploy EonStor DS & GS Family in OpenStack Block Storage
Service
EonStor DS and GS Block Storage Drivers for iSCSI and Fibre Channel were introduced in the OpenStack
Liberty, Mitaka, and Newton release. The administrator and users could manage EonStor DS and GS family
through a web-based dashboard or command-line tools.

Figure: How It Operates
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System Requirements
Supported Host OS: CentOS 7.0, Ubuntu 14.1, RedHat 7.0 Enterprise
Infortrend Cinder Driver Version: 1.0.3
Applied Model: DS 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, GS/GSe 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000
EonStor DS 1000 / 3000 FW Version: 5.13D.01 or later
EonStor DS 2000 FW Version: 6.11B.09 or later
EonStor DS 4000 FW Version: 5.51D.02 or later
EonStor GS / GSe FW Version: all available firmware
Cinder Driver Installation
Before you start
Make sure all the OpenStack components and your storage subsystems have met the following
requirements:
 All OpenStack components have been updated to the latest version: Liberty, Mitaka, Newton and later
version.
 Recommended Linux operating system for the server installed with NOVA include: CentOS 7.0, Ubuntu
14.1, RedHat 7.0 Enterprise

 The storage data ports are accessible via iSCSI or Fibre by the computer installed with Nova-compute.
 The storage management ports are accessible by the computer installed with Cinder-volume.
 Logical volume(s) have been created on the storage subsystem.
 If the user wants to use tiering, users have to create tiers in storage array in advance.
Downloading installation package
Infortrend Cinder Driver is available since Openstack Liberty:
https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/CinderSupportMatrix
For manually updating driver versions, it is available on GitHub:
https://github.com/infortrend-openstack/eonstor-ds-cinder-driver/releases/
On the computer installed with nova-compute, do the following:
 Install java 7 or later version.
 Download the corresponding version of command line interface (CLI) "raidcmd_ESDS10.jar" for your
EonStor DS or GS and save it to a directory you are familiar with, default path is:
/opt/bin/Infortrend/raidcmd_ESDS10.jar
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Configuring Cinder volume profile
In this section, we are going to modify cinder.conf, which is the configuration file for logical volumes that
will be added to the Cinder component.
1. Use the following command to edit cinder.conf with vi:
vi /etc/cinder/cinder.conf

2.

Locate enabled_backends=iftdriver, and change it to the following and this example shows three back
ends:
enabled_backends=iftdriver-fc-1,iftdriver-fc-2,iftdriver-iscsi

To enable multiple-storage back ends, you must set the enabled_backends flag in the cinder.conf file.
This flag defines the names (separated by a comma) of the configuration groups for different back ends:
one name is associated to one configuration group for a back end, such as iftdriver-1, and you can
configure more specific settings in step 3.
3. Append either or both the following profiles to cinder.conf. For more information about the the
user-defined

parameter

setting

,

such

as

volume_backend_name,

infortrend_pools_name,

infortrend_slots_a_channels_id, and infortrend_cli_path, please refer to the Description of extra specs
options for Infortrend Cinder Driver :
 For

volumes that will be mapped via Fibre Channel, append the following codes:

[iftdriver-fc-1]
volume_driver = cinder.volume.drivers.infortrend.infortrend_fc_cli.InfortrendCLIFCDriver
volume_backend_name = iftdriver-fc-1
infortrend_pools_name = LVName1,LVName2,…
infortrend_slots_a_channels_id = 0,1,2,3
infortrend_slots_b_channels_id = 0,1,2,3
infortrend_cli_path = /opt/bin/Infortrend/raidcmd_ESDS10.jar
san_ip = 172.27.113.84
num_volume_device_scan_tries = 10
infortrend_cli_max_retries = 10
[iftdriver-fc-2]
volume_driver = cinder.volume.drivers.infortrend.infortrend_fc_cli.InfortrendCLIFCDriver
volume_backend_name = iftdriver-fc-2
infortrend_pools_name = LVName5,LVName6,…
infortrend_slots_a_channels_id = 4,5,6,7
infortrend_slots_b_channels_id = “”
infortrend_cli_path = /opt/bin/Infortrend/raidcmd_ESDS10.jar
san_ip = 172.27.113.83
num_volume_device_scan_tries = 10
infortrend_cli_max_retries = 10

For volumes that will be mapped via iSCSI, append the following codes:
[iftdriver-iscsi]
volume_driver = cinder.volume.drivers.infortrend.infortrend_iscsi_cli.InfortrendCLIISCSIDriver
volume_backend_name = iftdriver-iscsi
infortrend_pools_name = LVName3,LVName4,…
infortrend_slots_a_channels_id = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
infortrend_slots_b_channels_id = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
infortrend_cli_path = /opt/bin/Infortrend/raidcmd_ESDS10.jar
san_ip = 172.27.113.85
num_volume_device_scan_tries = 10
infortrend_cli_max_retries= 10
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Note
For infortrend_cli_path, it refers to the full path of the file "raidcmd_ESDS10.rar" we processed in the
"Downloading installation package" section.
4. Use the following command to save the changes and quit vi:
:wq!

5. For the above changes to take effect, use the following command to restart the Cinder volume service:
For RHEL, CentOS, SUSE Linux:
systemctl restart openstack-cinder-volume.service

For Ubuntu Linux:
service cinder-volume restart

6. To check whether the Cinder driver is properly installed, use the following command:
For RHEL, CentOS, SUSE Linux:
vi /var/log/cinder/volume.log

For Ubuntu Linux:
vi /var/log/cinder/cinder-volume.log

If you see a return message like this, then the installation is successful:
2015-05-03 03:31:15.334 12193 DEBUG cinder.volume.drivers.infortrend
.eonstor_ds_cli.cli_factory [req-ff69fe68-67bc-42d1-9ead-5091ae5199ad - - - - -] CLI: Successful:
Device(UID:80032, Name:slave, Model:DS 1012G) selected.
Return: 0x0000

ID
Name
LD-amount Size
Available Progress
Status
------------------------------------------------------------------29C6163722EAE4BE
LV0
1
571692 MB
34572 MB
--- On-line
CLI: Successful: 1 Logical Volumes(s) shown
Return: 0x0000 _parser /usr/lib/python2.7/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/infortrend/
eonstor_ds_cli/cli_factory.py:213
2015-05-03 03:31:15.334 12193 DEBUG cinder.volume.drivers.infortrend.eonstor_ds_cli.cli_factory
[req-ff69fe68-67bc-42d1-9ead-5091ae5199ad - - - - -] Method: ShowLV Return Code: 0 Output: [{'Available':
'34572 MB', 'Status': 'On-line', 'Name': 'LV0', 'LD-amount': '1', 'Progress': '---', 'ID':
'29C6163722EAE4BE',
'Size':
'571692
MB'}]
inner
/usr/lib/python2.7/site-packages/cinder/volume/drivers/infortrend/eonstor_ds_cli/cli_factory.py:5
8

Note


If a logical volume is already mapped to a Fibre channel port, it can no longer be mapped via iSCSI, and
vice versa.

 ProfileName and BackendName are user-defined, but they should be unique names to avoid identification
conflicts.
To see the list of your Infortrend storage subsystem's iSCSI/Fibre Channel IDs and Logical Volume Names,
use the web-based SANWatch GUI or Terminal. For more information, refer to SANWatch (EonStor DS) and
EonOne (EonStor GS) User Manual or EonStor DS / GS Firmware Manual which are available at
http://support.infortrend.com.
Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Description of extra specs options for Infortrend Cinder Driver
Extra spec

Type

Description

volume_backend_name

String

Indicate this backend's property. In a multiple-storage
back-end configuration, each back end has a name
(volume_backend_name). Several back ends can have the
same name. In that case, the scheduler properly decides
which back end the volume has to be created in.

san_ip

String

IP to CLI management interface on Infortrend

san_password

String

RAID password setting for security purpose

infortrend_pools_name

String

User has to configure one or multiple Logical Volumes and
set specific name for them in advance via Infortrend GUI
SANWatch or Embedded RAID Watch/ CLI tools, and then
configure:
infortrend_pools_name= specific_name1, specific_name2

(which had set before) and Scheduler would search for
those logical volumes
infortrend_cli_path

String

The Infortrend CLI absolute installed path
Default = /opt/bin/Infortrend/raidcmd_ESDS10.jar

infortrend_cli_max_retries

Integer

The retry times of cli commands.
Default = 5

infortrend_cli_timeout

Integer

Timeout for CLI copy operations in minutes.
Default = 30

infortrend_slots_a_channels_id

String

Channel number used for openstack in slot A controller

infortrend_slots_b_channels_id

String

Channel number used for openstack in slot B controller. If
the storage is “G” or “S” single controller model, please do
not remove this command, and set it as following:
infortrend_slots_b_channels_id = “”

infortrend_provisioning

String:
full, thin

Enable thin provisioning flag
Default = full

infortrend_tiering

Valid
values:
0,2,3,4

Indicate the number of tiering levels,
“infortrend_tiering=2”which means tier 0 and 1
Default = 0

num_volume_device_scan_tries Integer

Scan times for finding a new mapped volume.
Default = 3

use_multipath_for_image_xfer

Set to enable multipath for image downloading.
Default = False

Boolean

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Operation in OpenStack Dashboard
Create and Manage Volumes
The system administrator can operate most functions in the Horizon UI or use the command line. Here, we
are going to use the Horizon UI as an example to explain the detailed operation procedure. Volumes are
block storage devices that you can attach it to a running instance or detach it and attach it to another
instance at any time based on requirement. In addition, you can also create or delete a snapshot from a
volume.
1. Log in to the dashboard. If you are the end user, please contact your cloud solution provider for the host
name or public IP address from which you can access the dashboard via a web browser, and for the User
Name and Password.

2. Define Block Storage Volume Types which is an abstract collection of labels used to create storage
volume. To specify a backend when creating a volume for users, cloud service provider must first create
a volume type by using a cinder command or Horizon UI. They are most commonly used to create a
hierarchy of functional capabilities that represent multi-tiers level of storage services. For example, a
cloud administrator might define “High Performance” volume type that indicates a greater performance
which is contributed by Solid State Disks RAID groups and “High Capacity” for NL-SAS drives RAID
groups.
On OpenStack Horizon, go to “Admin” tab, select “Volumes”, and then click “Create Volume Type” to
define Volume Types.
Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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3. After volume types have been created, the administrator can set Extra Specs for each volume type to
define extra specific criteria, for storage volume. An extra spec is a pair of key and value which is
associated with Volume Types. When the end user request a specific volume type, the block storage
scheduler will find a suitable volume which meets the criteria of volume types and its extra spec and
created on the corresponding storage backend.
On OpenStack Horizon, go to “Admin” tab, select “Volumes”, and then click “View Extra Specs” to define
extra specs for the selected volume type.

Click “Create” to set a pair of Key and Value, the setting must match the same value that is in the
cinder.conf file which is installed in /etc/cinder by default for a particular block storage driver.
Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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4. Create volume
On OpenStack Horizon, go to “Project” tab, select “Volumes”, and then click “Create Volume” to create
new volume.

On this page, you can create a new volume which meets the criteria of volume types and set the size of the
volume. In addition, you could also select from Volume Source Options bar to create a volume from source
snapshot or image.

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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If volumes has been created sucessfully, the status will show “In-use”
.

You can also go to SANWatch and check the volume status.

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lauch and Manage Instances
Instances are virtual machines that run inside the cloud. You can launch an instance from images which are
uploaded to the OpenStack Image Service or have been copied to a storage volume. Here we are going to
launch an instance from an image which is uploaded to Image Service as an example.
Go to “Project” tab, select “Instances”, and then click “Launch Instance” to launch virtual machines

In the Launch Instance dialog box, you can specify the following values to create a virtual machine:
Availability Zone
Provided by the cloud provider or nova
Instance Name

Assign a specific name for the virtaul machine, such as Infortrend_Instance

Flavor

Specific the capability of the instance, such as m1.nano which is one of default
setting with 1 vCPU and 64 MB RAM

Instance Count

Assign the number of instance which is going to be used

Instance Boot Source

Boot instance from specific source, such as image, snapshot, volume. We are
going to choose Linux-based Operating System CirrOS as boot source

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Attach/Detach volume to Instance
Once volumes are created and instances launched, you can easily map each storage volumes to specific
instances. Go to “Project” tab, select “Volumes”, and click “Manage Attachments” for the selected volumes

In the Manage Volume Attachments dialog box, you can select an specific instance to attach.

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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If the attach action is successful, it will show and you can check the mapping status in SANWatch.

You can detach storage volume from instance. Go to “Project” tab, select “Volumes”, and click “Manage
Attachments” and you can detach selected volume in the following page

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Applied Scenario and Parameter Setting
Fast applied Infortrend EonStor DS or GS series to OpenStack
environment
As mentioned before, you can define the volume type and extra specs to define the criteria of storage
volume. There is an efficient way to applied Infortrend EonStor DS or GS series. On OpenStack Horizon, go
to “Admin” tab, select “Volumes”, and then click “View Extra Specs” to set “vendor_name” as Key and
“Infortrend” as Value. Once the setting has been applied, the storage scheduler will search Infortrend
EonStor DS or GS as volume. In addition, if there are more than one Infortrend EonStor DS or GS in the
environment, the scheduler will select the one with highest usable capacity to create volume.
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Tiering Configuration
Volume types and extra specs can be used to define the volume criteria and provide users with different
storage tiers which can offer different performance levels, such as SSD tier with high performance and
NL-SAS tier with high capacity. In order to enable Tiering solution, the cloud provider has to edit the
cinder.conf configuration file which is installed in /etc/cinder by default. Under [DEFAULT] section, set a
specific name (eg. infortrend_tier-1) for volume type. And then go to volume type section, you have to load
the corresponding driver and set storage parameter properly. If this storage enable 4 tiers solution, you
have to set “infortrend_tiering=4” which means tier 0, 1, 2, 3. On the other hand, if this storage enable 2
tiers solution, the parameter should be modified to “infortrend_tiering=2”which means tier 0 and 1. If you
set the tiering parameter properly, Infortrend tiering solution could be applied to OpenStack environment.
[iftdriver-fc-1]
volume_driver = cinder.volume.drivers.infortrend.infortrend_fc_cli.InfortrendCLIFCDriver
volume_backend_name = iftdriver-1
infortrend_pools_name = LVName1
infortrend_cli_path = /opt/bin/Infortrend/raidcmd_ESDS10.jar
san_ip = 172.27.113.84
infortrend_tiering=2

Multipath for FC and iSCSI
In Linux environment, you have to use Infortrend GUI, SANWatch or Embedded RAIDWatch, to modify Host
Side setting first and the partition will be scanned instantly.
Log in to SANWatch or use Embedded RAIDWatch, click System Setting and go to “Host-Side” tab, modify
Peripheral Device Type from (0D) Enclosure Services to (7F) No Device Present
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Once you have configured it in SANWatch/ Embedded RAIDWatch, you have to use the following commands
to install the system packages in order to enable multi-path in Linux environment:


For systems running SUSE Linux Enterprise Server:
# zypper install sysfsutils sg3_utils multipath-tools



For systems running RedHat:
# yum install sysfsutils sg3_utils device-mapper-multipath



For systems running Ubuntu:
# apt-get install sysfsutils sg3-utils multipath-tools

Multipath Configuration
The administrator has to edit the nova.conf which is located in /etc/nova/ on Nova-compute nodes and set
“iscsi_use_multipath =True”. This needs to be set for both iSCSI and Fibre to enable multipath.
[libvirt]
iscsi_use_multipath = True

Copyright © 2016 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Other Settings to Prevent Errors
1. On Controller node, set more seconds to wait for a response from a call:
vim /etc/nova/nova.conf
[DEFAULT]
rpc_response_timeout = 1200

vim /etc/cinder/cinder.conf
[DEFAULT]
rpc_response_timeout = 1200

vim /etc/neutron/neutron.conf
[DEFAULT]
rpc_response_timeout = 1200

2. On Cinder-volume node:
vim /etc/cinder/cinder.conf
[DEFAULT]
rpc_response_timeout = 1200
debug = True

3. Nova-compute node, increase retries and waiting time interval:
vim /etc/nova/nova.conf
[DEFAULT]
block_device_allocate_retries = 120
block_device_allocate_retries_interval = 10
rpc_response_timeout = 1200
debug = True

[libvirt]
num_iscsi_scan_tries = 10
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Summary

Summary
After working throungh the steps and parameter settings, you sould have a better understanding and be
able to install Cinder driver and deploy EonStor DS and GS family in the OpenStack enviroment. However,
OpenStack consists a variety of components and may be configured in many different ways based on your
requirements. Therefore, we do recommend reading the excellent reference documents available on the
OpenStack website if you wish to have a more comprehensice understanding about other individual
components and architectures. Infortrend will continue to work closely with OpenStack and provide more
valuable service for Cloud Computing.
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